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When the weather turns cold, make sure calf management keeps up to the calves' greater energy demands

lT'S THAT TIME OF year again when the outdoor thermometer consistently stays below 0"C.
We have seen big changes in the temperature recently which brings challenges with it to

maintaining calf and cow health. During other times of the year, your calf feeding management
may be adequate to avoid sick calves. However, if certain details aren't looked after during
periods of weather stress,your calf health may suffer. Many common causes of pneumonia and
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scours can be avoided with proper
attention to the details of calf feeding
management.

There are three types of Iiquid
feeding that are currently used to
feed young calves. I hope you find
some useful tips below that will help
grow your calves so they reach their
weaning weights faster and healthier.

_ 1, Ujl[ tqryAry$],f5, ,
Read and follow the label direc-

tions. This can't be stressed enough

- do you know how many grams is in
your scoop,/container you use to
measure the powder? Use a scale to
measure the powder if you are unsure

- don't guess.

A calf should receive over a bag of
milk replacer minimum, by the time it
is weaned.

Enough hot water (6OoC/140oF)
needs to be used to ensure the pow-
der is completely dissolved, then add
cooler water to make the correct vol-
ume.

The temperature should be at least
39oC/102oF when completely mixed

and ready to feed - use a thermom-
eter to check this, don't guess. The
most convenient and least exoensive
are rapid-read dial thermometers -
carried by most hardware stores for
under $10.

For calves housed in cold barns or
outdoor hutches, feed one extra
feeding (2-3L) in colder weather
(.5oC/41oF) so the total volume fed
is 6-9L/day.

2. WHOLI MILK TiP5:
Feed a minimum of Z-SL t*''." arity.
For calves housed in cold barns or

outdoor hutches, feed one extra
feeding in colder weather

(.5aC/4loF) so the total volume fed is 6-9L/day.
The milk temperature should be at least 39oC/lO2oFwhen fed. Warm uo

the milk with hot water (or hot water bath) when required. Use a thermometer
(as above) to check the milk temperature.

3. ACIDIF D M!LK/MII-K RIFL,ACTR TIPS:

Accurately measure the acid and check the pH of the milk (with pH paper)
after the acid has been mixed with the milk. The pH of the acidified milk
should be between 4-4.5.

while mixing the acid with the milk/milk replacer, there will be less clotting
if you do the following:

. agitate the milk/milk replacer as you add the acid.

. add acid to cooled milk/milk reolacer.

Keep calves in groups of four to six and allow three calves per nipple. This
group size allows easy weaning management and reduces competition be-
tween the calves.



Regardless of the liquid feed type, there are some other details that need to
be addressed as well.

You need to provide calf starter (calves grow faster with textured starter vs.

pelleted starter) from one week of age. A calf should be eating 2.5 lbs (more

than I kg) of starter before they are weanec.

Only feed enough calf starter that can be eaten in one day. This keeps it
fresh and calves will eat more, at an earlier age.

Avoid feeding hay during the majority of the milk feeding stage. Research

has shown that feeding hay slows the development of the fourth stomach.

This, in turn, slows calf growth after weaning.

Provide fresh, warm water after three days of age. Warm water slows freezing

time in winter and encourages calf starter intake. This container is best placed

away from the calf starter container so a calf can't drink water and directly go

into the starter container with a dripping, wet muzzle. A simple plastic divider

between the two containers is sufficient. Wet starter quickly becomes stale

even in cold weather.

Cleaning the pails, bottles, nipples, barrels and any other calf feeding

equipment is extremely important. For parents who are reading this, would

you consider feeding your baby from dirty bottles? Think about how the

pipeline or bulk tank is washed and

repeat this process with the calf feed-

ing equipment.
o Rinse with warm water. Hot water

bakes the milk solids onto the
container and makes it verv hard to
remove.

. Wash,/scrub with a brush in hot
water with soap detergent. You

need to have the water temperature
above 

-|20 
oF (a9oc) in order to

clean equipment properly. To do

this, the starting wash water
temperature needs to be -|40 

oF

(6OoC). Use rubber gloves to
protect your hands in the hot
water.

r Rinse with cool, chlorine (10 per

cent bleach) or pipeline acid

solution (30m1 acid per 20L
water).

r Turn uoside-down on a rack or
surface that allows the equipment

to drain and become dry. Do not
stack wet pails. Dry surfaces prevent

bacteria from growing and keep the

feeding/mixing equipment clean

until the next feeding.

Calf feedint is all about attention
to the details, that's why women get
the best results feeding calvesl The

goals of calf feeding include double

the calf's birth weight by weaning,

keep calf sickness below 1O per cent

and keep calf loss below 5 per cent.

lf you are able to reach these goals,

it should help you achieve breeding

weight at an earlier age and therefore,

give you the potential to reduce the

age at first calving. Take a few minutes

to review your calf feeding procedures

and make sure the details are being

covered as we move into the cold

stress period ofthe year. @


